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Adresse discrette a propos de formation, Grand Montreal

GENERAL CONDITION OF THE PROPERTY (SUMMARY)
Summary
Inspection report Summary:
In our opinion, this property is affected with certain deficiencies which should be corrected to increase its longevity and prevent
any further problems. The deficiencies observed must be corrected in the near future, in order to increase the building's
longevity, and prevent any further problems. We also noted some repairs to be done, all of which are in the present report. Any
areas of uncertainty regarding the contract should be clarified by consulting an attorney or real estate agent.
It is recommended that any deficiencies and the components/systems related to these deficiencies noted in the report be
evaluated/inspected and repaired as needed by licensed contractors/professionals PRIOR TO THE CLOSURE.

EXTERIOR
Foundation
Recommendation: A wide number of factors contribute to foundation damage. No matter how proactive you are with
waterproofing, no house is completely safe from water infiltration and damages. Cracks can form in both poured concrete and
block foundations. As concrete and mortar between blocks dry, it shrinks. However, any cracks you discover in your home’s
foundation should be taken seriously and professionally inspected and repaired so that you can ensure the structural integrity
of your home.

Type:

Observations:

Poured concrete

Cracks
Settling/movement/Cracks (+1 mm)

Correction recommended
We noted multiple cracks along the visible parts of the foundation walls. We recommend repairing and sealing these cracks to
prevent potential water infiltration damages. Considering that the dangerous part of the cracks is below grade we recommend
excavation work down till the foundation footing, proper cleaning, sealing with specialized product (not only caulking) and
wrapping the surface with membrane. We recommend consulting a licensed contractor to further evaluate/correct this
situation.
Please note that this is a not invasive examination and only the visible parts of the foundations were inspected.
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Further evaluation recommended
We have noticed an alarming crack on the front right corner of the foundation wall. A foundation expert must be consulted to
determine if they indicate a potential long-term stability problem and to further evaluate the extent of the corrective measures
needed. Furthermore, this crack must be sealed because it represents an important risk of water infiltration for the basement. It
is preferable to repair this cracks with flexible products because if the foundation moves again slightly, the product will follow
its movement all while staying waterproof. It is preferable to use urethane-based products for the injection. Unlike epoxy,
urethane maintains a relative elasticity that enables it to remain waterproof. Consult a structural engineer to evaluate the
performance of this foundation before making a final decision.
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Exterior siding
Type:

Observation:

Vinyl

Other : Openings

Correction recommended
We noted that the exterior wall siding is damaged in some areas. The integrity of exterior wall covering protects the walls from
deterioration caused by water, wind, air pollution and the sun. In the absence of details and proper execution, the outer walls
will allow water to enter the wall cavities, leading to premature breakdown of the walls, condensation and the growth of mold.
Repair, or replace the siding to protect the exterior walls from premature deterioration. Consult a licensed contractor for further
review.

Correction recommended
We noted stains on the parging, indicating possible repetitive leaks from behind the siding. Infiltrations inside the building
envelope can cause serious damage to the structure, insulation and other materials. All flashings, joints and surfaces must be
verified for the source of the penetration. We recommend you to contact a competent contractor for further evaluation and
repair.
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Masonry
Type:

Observation:

Brick veneer

Joints in precast concrete sills
Active - Step cracks

Urgent repairs
Progressive settling cracks noted during the inspection. Signs lead us to believe that the foundation is moving. We recommend
consulting an engineer that specializes in structural/infrastructural and earth stabilization prior to closure.
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Urgent repairs
Concrete windows sills made of 2 pieces noted. With greater use of limestone, precast concrete and cast stone elements
within a masonry elevation for added detail, aesthetics or preference, there is more likelihood of problems coming up. Cracked
or separated mortar joints can create possible water penetration, often resulting in efflorescence or wetness at these locations.
This creates a potential risk of water infiltration. All joints between the precast concrete, cast stone or limestone units should
be raked out to a depth of 1/2" and have backer rods and sealant installed. We recommend that this type of work should be
done by a qualified mason.

Exterior doors
Type:

Observation:

Metal

Damaged weatherstripping
Other : Basement door - inadequate closing

Warning
We noted that the weatherstripping around some of the house's doors is damaged. As such, cold air enters the house, causing
discomfort and increasing the energy consumption. Install or replace with appropriate weatherstripping.
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Correction recommended
We noted that the basement door (unit #9970) is not properly closing. We recommend you to contact a competent contractor
for examining/repairing the hardware, weather-stripping and the integrity of the frame.
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Correction recommended
We noticed deterioration of the threshold of the rear door - apparent water infiltration. We recommend repars in order to
prevent further damages to the building components.

Windows and solariums
Limitation: Weather conditions and/or limited access may restrict the operation of permanently affixed doors and windows.
The inspector is not required to inspect the presence or the condition of screens and/or non-permanent doors and windows. It
is not always possible for the inspector to operate each window. Our evaluation of windows may be based on a sampling
process.
Most windows last 20-25 years. It is our experience that replacing windows does not save much money on the heating bill.
Replace the windows if you want them to be more functional, easier to maintain and for cosmetic reasons. Old windows can
always be refurbished although the work can be expensive.
Testing, identifying, or identifying the source of environmental pollutants or odours (including but not limited to lead, mould,
allergens, odours from pets and cigarette smoke) is beyond the scope of our service, but can become equally contentious or
difficult to eradicate. We recommend you carefully determine and schedule whatever remedial services may be deemed
advisable or necessary before the end of your inspection deadline.

Type:
PVC
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Correction recommended
We noticed that some of the opening mechanisms of the windows are too worn and probably close to the end of their useful
life. We recommend repair, or replacement. The crank mechanisms must be cleaned and lubricated every season.

Correction recommended
We noted that the locks of some of the windows are broken. Replacement recommended.
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Warning
We noted corroding fasteners of some basement windows. possible reasons - inadequate fasteners, inadequate installation,
flashing deficiencies, excessive humidity... We recommend further evaluation and repair by competent contractor.

Garage door
Type:

Observation:

Patios, decks, balconies, steps, etc
If you own an older home, your guardrails and handrails may no longer be compliant with building codes. They probably were
when the house was built, but the codes are continually being updated. Municipalities tolerate “old” banisters until you
renovate (with some exceptions, including backyard pool access). At that point, you will have to bring them up to code.
There are national codes (National Building Code) and provincial ones (Quebec Construction Code), but it’s best to check with
your municipality to find out which version of the provincial code applies where you live and whether any specific bylaws also
apply.

Type:
Concrete balcony and stairs
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Correction recommended
We noted a crack on the concrete slab of the front porch. We recommend you to seal it, or resurface the entire slab in order to
prevent water penetration, which would cause freeze damages and corrosion of the re-bars. You should contact a competent
contractor in order to determine the reasons for the crack and correct the situation.

Correction recommended
We noted damages on the slab and masonry in front of the side basement door. You should contact a competent contractor in
order to determine the reasons for the crack and correct the situation.

Patios, decks, balconies, steps, etc
Type:
Other : Metal structure

Observation:
Guardrails unstable or damaged
Other : Sagging base of the stairs

We noted sagging base of the stairs - probably due to the lack of concrete footing. We recommend installation of concrete
slab, sitting on properly compacted soil.
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Guardrails are either unstable or deteriorated. This is potentially dangerous situation. Damaged guardrails should be solidified
or replaced rapidly.

Correction recommended
We noted missing edge trim of the rear balcony. Correction recommended.

Sidewalks and Driveway
Type:
Asphalt
Interlocking pavers
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Correction recommended
We noted that the pavers are misleveled, creating conditions for tripping and improper rain-water evacuation. Probable reason
- inadequate base. We recommend you to redo the section, installing the pavers over properly compacted gravel.

Correction recommended
The joint between the asphalt and the foundation wall must be corrected. Other anomalies on the driveway also must be
addressed.

Vegetation, surface drainage, retaining walls
Surface water drainage: The general topography of the grounds and of the adjacent properties should provide positive
surface water drainage towards the municipal storm drains, ditches or other areas of the grounds where it can be absorbed by
the soil. All materials used in landscaping a property are subjected to weather conditions and will experience damage from ice
and snow. The general quality of the property's drainage will have an impact on the useful life of these items and will have a
positive effect on reducing potential damage caused by freezing and erosion.

Type:

Observation:

Flat site

Negative slope

Urgent repairs
Negative slope (from lot toward building noted in certain areas. We recommend correcting this situation by ensuring a positive
slope (away from the building), to ensure proper drainage.
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Basement Access and/or crawlspace access
Type:

Observation:

Poured concrete

Crack - Heaving/lateral pressures

Correction recommended
The parging of the concrete walls on the basement entrance is damaged and missing in certain areas. The openings might
allow water to penetrate between the parging and the poured concrete, causing further damages. We recommend removing
the affected sections and examination by competent contractor before installing an uniform layer over the foundations.
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Correction recommended
Cracks noted, possibly caused by heaving/lateral pressures caused by frost action. We recommend determining cause and
correcting to prevent further damages. We recommend consulting a licensed contractor to further evaluate/correct this
situation.
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ROOF
Limitation
Limitation and Methods used to inspect the roof: Our evaluation of the roof is to determine if portions are missing
and/or deteriorating. Portions of underlayment and decking are hidden from view and cannot be evaluated by our visual
inspection.

Method used for the inspection of the roof components:
Drone Roof Inspection

Slope roof covering
Type:

Observation:

Asphalt shingles

Other : Exposed nail head - multiple

Correction recommended
We noticed multiple exposed nail heads - likely defect during the installation. While the roof covering was in overall adequate
condition, these areas are vulnerable to future roof leaks and should, at minimum be sealed - recommend further inspection
and evaluation by a roofing specialist, with repairs as needed. Caulking as applied will need periodic maintenance to maintain
integrity of the seal.
Note that nails placed outside the nailing zone can void the shingle manufacturers warranty and prevent shingles from
performing as intended during extreme weather.
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Gutters
Type:

Observation:

Aluminium gutters

Downspouts connected to the foundation drainage
Too close to foundation walls
Some gutters/downspouts are not fastened properly

Warning
Downspouts should be modified (extensions needed). To avoid overloading the foundation drainage system, and to reduce the
risk of water infiltration and excessive humidity in the basement, we recommend that downspouts direct water away from the
house through the use of extensions or deflection slabs as needed. Leave 7 to 8 inches of space to avoid damage caused by
winter ice and freezing. Eaves troughs should be inspected regularly (use a garden hose) and cleaned at least once each year
(in the fall). If there are many trees in the area, it may be necessary to clean them more often.
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Correction recommended
Some downspouts are not fastened properly. We recommend correcting this condition to ensure proper drainage.

Correction recommended
Downspouts draining underground noted. We weren't able to confirm the presence of proper drainage of the gutters and sump
pump toward the street, or municipal storm drain. The rain and underground waters mustn't be drained in the city sewage, or
french drains. Keep in mind that the underground pipes are vulnerable to blocking, root damage and others. We recommend a
scope-camera, or more invasive inspection.
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Flashings and parapets
Type:

Observation:

Deficient flashing

Further evaluation recommended
We noted application of caulking on some joints between the roof and walls. Those elements must be protected by
combination of flashings and counter-flashings. The caulking is unreliable and requires periodically maintenance due to
deterioration and expansion-tear. We recommend evaluation and correction by competent roofer.
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Sign of water infiltration and /or fungal contamination
Observation:

Recommendation
We noticed signs for leaks on the attic insulation below the vent of the plumbing stack. We didn't notice indications for
infiltration on the ceiling of the room below it, which tells us that the probable reason is improper roof flashing, or just excessive
condensation. We recommend you to have maintained the flashing of the roof penetration by a competent roofer and monitor
for further leaks.
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STRUCTURE
Limitation
Limitation: As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. Assessing the complete structural
integrity of a building is beyond the scope of a home inspection. When there are significant structural concerns about the
building, we recommend you engage an experienced foundation or structural repair contractor and/or a certified professional
structural engineer. Inspection of structural components was limited by (but not restricted to) the following conditions.
• We were unable to inspect structural components concealed behind interior and exterior finished surfaces.
• Our inspection included only a representative sampling of visible structural components. In other words, we did not inspect
each and every rafter and joist, or every inch of the foundation, and so on.
• Home inspections do not, unless specifically stated in your report, provide any engineering or architectural service, nor do
they offer an opinion as to the capability, adequacy or integrity of any structural system or component.
• There was no access to the roof space/attic; therefore, we did not inspect this area.
Please note that we are unable to offer an opinion on the condition and water-tightness of any component or area that was
inaccessible or only partly accessible during the inspection. Those inaccessible components and areas are expressly excluded
from this inspection and report, and should be considered as not inspected. If this is a concern to you, we recommend you
further investigate those areas prior to proceeding with the purchase.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.

Floor Joists
Type:

Observation:

Wood structure

Notches/ Cuts

Correction recommended
We noted many important cavities affecting the structural integrity of some joists. This may cause the structure to weaken and
damage and/or weakness in the floor. Have the weakening checked and corrected by a framing specialist.

Concrete slab
Type:

Observation:

Floating concrete slab

Cracks noted

Correction recommended
Cracks noted. We recommend determining cause and correcting to prevent further damages. We recommend consulting a
licensed contractor to further evaluate/correct this situation.
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Beams and columns
Type:

Observation:

Recommendation
It is recommended to cover the steel columns with a fire resistant material such as drywall. Structural steel requires some form
of passive fire protection, since under heat it quickly loses its bearing capacity.

Roof structure
Type:

Observations:

Prefabricated roof structure and OSB

N/A

Further evaluation recommended
We noted inconsistent felt underlayment below the ridge shingles and indications for occasional dripping in the insulation. We
recommend further examination by competent roofer.
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Warning
We noticed that on multiple spots the sheathing nails are driven alongside the rafters. This is weakening the general solidity of
the roof structure. We recommend further evaluation by a competent contractor. Don't forget to point that to the roofer during
the next shingle replacement.

PLUMBING
Limitation
Limitation: Our focus in the plumbing portion of the inspection is directed at identifying visible water damage and/or
problems. We may not always mention common faults such as stuck stoppers or dripping faucets. If considered important, you
should check these items independently. Shut-off valves and angle stops under the kitchen or bathroom sinks and toilets are
not turned or tested during the inspection due to the possibility of leaking. All shut-off valves or angle stops should be turned
regularly to ensure free movement in case of emergency. The water supply system was tested for its ability to deliver
functional water pressure to installed plumbing fixtures and the condition of connected piping that was visible.
The inspection does Not Include any manufacturers' recalls or conformance with manufacturer installation, or any information
included for consumer protection purposes. Consult the following web site for further information :
https://healthycanadians.gc.ca/recall-alert-rappel-avis/index-eng.php?cat=2

Main water valve
Type:
3/4 in. copper ball valve
3/4 in. PEX valve

Location:
Located at basement
Located in the apartment
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Further evaluation recommended
During our visit, we noted that the main shutoff valve is corroded. We did not operate this valve because of the risk of leakage.
This valve should be operated periodically to ensure that it operates correctly. You should consult a competent plumber and
have him replace this unit.

Recommendation
We recommend installation of proper access traps for the water valves assuring esthetic look and quick access in case of
emergency.
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Water heating system
General comment: The service life of a hot water tank can vary tremendously for a number of different reasons. The type
of water and particularly its mineral content–can prematurely age the tank. For instance, water high in iron can be abrasive and
lead to trouble more quickly.
The quality of your hot water tank can also have an impact on its longevity. Quality and models vary considerably, so you
should think about replacing your hot water tank every 10 years, or at least have it inspected on a regular basis after this point.
Also, some insurers may refuse to cover appliances that are too old because of the growing number of water-related claims.

Type:

Installation date:

Installation:

Electric Hot Water Tank
40 gallons

2013

Shut-off valve on the
cold water installed

Observation:
Functionning

Warning
Was operating at time of inspection.The 3 water tanks are 40 gallons, installed 2013. Keep in mind that the majority of the
insurers may require you to replace the water tank every 10 years.

Correction recommended
We noted an improperly installed connector on the electrical cable of the water heater in 9970.
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Water supply pipes
Type:

Observation:

PEX supply lines

Water pressure/flow:

No surface corrosion or leakage
was visible

Acceptable - Water pressure/flow

Waste and ventilation pipes
Type:

Observation:

ABS DWV and/or PVC

Absence of vents on the system

Correction recommended
The drain systems below the all 3 kitchen sinks sinks are not optimal (S-traps). This type of installation does not comply with
current standards . Should drainage problems occur (odors, blockages...), automatic vents may be installed to compensate for
the lack of conventional vents. Consult a plumber if needed.
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Correction recommended
The dishwasher drain must be connected using high-loop. The dishwasher drain must elevated right before its connection to
the kitchen sink drain. The drain hose must be secured near the top of the sink in some fashion (could be as easy as using a
zip tie to secure it). The loop should be installed as close as possible to the underside of the cabinet for maximum
effectiveness. It is recommended that the discharge end of the drain hose is attached to the vertical sink drain pipe right before
the P-trap (never on or after the P-trap). With this improper installation, sewer gases have the potential to come back into the
dishwasher. To correct.

Backflow valves
General information: During periods of heavy rainfall, or snowmelt, the municipal sewer system becomes overloaded and
the surcharge backs up and floods basements through low plumbing connections. A survey of Canadian municipalities found
that for existing homes experiencing basement flooding due to sewer backup, an effective prevention strategy is to install a
sump pump and a back flow valve. This type of installation must normally be approved by the municipality and it is
recommended to have the work performed by a qualified plumber. A backwater valve is a device that prevents sewage in an
overloaded main sewer line from backing up into your basement. The valve automatically closes if sewage backs up from the
main sewer. A properly installed backwater valve must be placed so that sewage backup will be stopped and not come out
through other outlets in your basement, such as sinks, toilets, showers and laundry tubs. Make sure that you can get at the
valve at all times. Check the valve regularly and remove any material that may prevent the valve from operating properly. Have
a qualified plumber inspect all floodproofing devices and plumbing fixtures (i.e. sump pumps, backwater valves, floor drains,
etc.) regularly to ensure proper operation. Check the operating instructions for more detailed information and safety guidelines,
or ask your plumber to explain the details of your system to you. Insurance—just in case Insurance that fully covers basement
flooding damage is an important means of financial protection to homeowners. Most policies include or can include coverage
for damage caused by sewer back-up. Make sure your policy includes sewer back-up insurance. Check regularly with your
insurance agent or broker to ensure you have appropriate and adequate insurance coverage, including any extensions in
coverage that may be available, which were not previously attached. Sources of information Additional sources of information
related to basement flooding are listed below. Always check with your local municipality or plumbing inspection department for
the latest information on basement flood protection. Websites Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation www.cmhc.ca Enter
“flood” or “stormwater” or " back water valve" in the search box.

Type:

Observation:

Backflow valve ABS-DWV

Back flow valve installed

Correction recommended
We noted inadequate repair of the drain below the kitchen sin in the basement. Replacement by a competent plumber is
required.
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Further evaluation recommended
Backwater valve were visible for the kitchen sink and sump pump pit. We were not able to confirm if all devices we found in the
basement are protected from backing municipal drain. It is possible to have another device, hidden below the floors, furniture
and personal belongings of the occupants. It is also possible that some drains are not protected. We recommend a visit of a
licensed plumber with scope camera in order to locate and maintain all backflow valves and install additional ones where
necessary. The backflow valve not only must be properly installed, but also must be periodically maintained and cleaned from
debris and sediments which can prevent it from closing.
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Drainage sump pumps/pits
Warning:

Observation:

Research conducted over the last couple of decades has
found that the majority or radon entering our homes is from
beneath the concrete basement floor or sub-slab soil. The
simplest way to ensure this does not happen is to tightly seal
the lid of the sump and caulk around the pit to ensure there is
no communication between the air inside the pit and the
home.

Iron ochre
Poor installation

Correction recommended
Incorrectly installed a sump pump noted, supported by a paint can. The sump pumps are vibrating and are often subject of
sudden hydric shocks. The pump must be solidly secured.

Further evaluation recommended
During the inspection we discovered indications for Iron (Red) ochre present. Iron ochre in subsurface drainage systems can
result in poor performance or complete failure of the system. Clogging of drains can be a short or long-term problem
depending on the soil characteristics. There are Various control methods have been developed with varying degrees of
success. We strongly recommended to consult a specialist to further evaluation of the possible problem.
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Bathroom, Restroom, Laundry room and faucets
Not inspected: Hot tub/spa, pools, Jacuzzi, sauna, waste disposal etc…and related equipment are beyond the scope of this
inspection. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE PURCHASER HAVE THE COMPONENTS INSPECTED PRIOR TO CLOSING
THE SALE AT THE NOTARY OFFICE.

Type:

Observation:

Standard residential installation

Loose or defective faucet
Damaged tiles/walls

We noted unprofessional installation of the bath overflow in the basement. This element must be perfectly tightened, since it
holds the gasket of the evacuation drain behind the bath. The additional washers are possibly used as spacers,
compensating for missing gasket. We recommend further evaluation and repair by a competent plumber.

Correction recommended
We noted that some of the bathroom water stoppers are missing or are not properly functional.
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Correction recommended
Faucet is defective or loose. Repair or replace as required.
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Correction recommended
We noticed damaged ceramic tiles of the tube ledge. We recommend correction in order to avoid water infiltration.

Correction recommended
Loose mounting nut, or damaged hose guide of the faucet noted. Correction recommended.
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Exterior faucets, garage faucets
Type:

Observation:

Standard residential installation

Exterior faucet functionnal

ELECTRICAL
Limitation
Limitation:
EXCLUSIONS: THE INSPECTOR DOES NOT HAVE TO DETERMINE:
Our review of the electrical system is limited to that which is visible and accessible at the time of inspection. Determining the
actual capacity of the system requires load calculations, which are not within the scope of this report. Underground circuits and
concealed components of the system are not inspected.

Manufacturer’s recalls, following the manufacturer’s installation instructions or notices issued by the manufacturers, etc.

Service-entrance conductors
Type:

Observation:

Overhead aerial connection (side yard)

Mast is secured

Main service disconnect

Satisfactory
Location:
Located in each units

Circuit breaker amperage
capacity:

Observation:
No major visible defects

Other : 3 x 100 Amp (120-240 volts)

Main electrical pannel and over-current protection devices

Satisfactory
Type:

Observation:

Circuit breaker panel

No major visible defects
Double tapped breakers

Correction recommended
Double tapped breakers noted. This condition can add to the load of the affected electrical circuits, causing possible overload
and tripping of the breakers. Ideally, each circuit should be independently fused. We recommend this condition be corrected.
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Switches and outlets

Satisfactory
Type:

Observation:

Standard residential installation

Distribution wire: Most of the plugs were tested
Recommendations

Kitchen intake:
Since 2005, it is mandatory for new buildings and when major renovation to install electrical outlets including an integrated
circuit breaker (GFCI) when located less than 1.5 m. from a water source (eg a kitchen sink).
NOTE:
According to the User Guide - Quality Control of Electrical Installation Work 2010, it is not necessary to install a GFCI breaker
for bypass on certain devices.
GFCI protection is not required for outlets that supply special-purpose appliances and located behind the appliance (washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, grinder, garbage compactor, oven built-in microwave, wine cooler, or similar device) as
long as the location of these outlets makes them inaccessible for powering portable devices.
Be sure to use these jacks only for the device you want to power on or install a GFCI-protected plug. If in doubt, consult a
master electrician for further review.

Branch circuits

Satisfactory
Type:
Copper wiring (in visible areas)
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Ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI)

Satisfactory
Type:

Observation:

GFCI Exterior installed
GFCI Bathroom installed
GFCI Kitchen installed

Functional at time of inspection

Arc fault circuit interrupter (AFCI)

Satisfactory
Type:
ARC FAULT present

Baseboards, convectors and radiant
Type:

Observation:

Wall mounted electric baseboard heaters
Wall mounted convectors

Functional at time of inspection

Correction recommended
We noted that the toe heater in the kitchen of #9972 is functional, but noisy. This is possibly an indication for malfunction. We
recommend repair, or replacement for the security and comfort of the habitants.

Correction recommended
We noted a damaged thermostat for the baseboard heater in the east bedroom of #9974. We recommended you to contact a
licensed electrician in order to repair, or replace it.
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Smoke Detector
Type:
Smoke detector installed

Recommendation
Smoke detectors should be installed in each sleeping room, outside of each separate sleeping area in the immediate vicinity of
the bedrooms, and on each additional story of the dwelling, including the basement. We recommend testing all detectors
periodically. Life cycle is typically 10 years.
At a minimum, industry experts recommend a CO alarm be installed on each level of the home -- ideally on any level with fuel
burning appliances and outside of sleeping areas. Additional CO alarms are recommended 5-20 feet from sources of CO such
as a furnace, water heater or fireplace.

AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING PUMP
LIMITATION
Limitation: Air conditioning systems and heat pumps are checked and operated under the weather conditions existing at
the time of the inspection and are recorded as being operational or not operational. There is no in-depth inspection of the
system components. A detailed inspection can be done only by a specialized air conditioning technician. If a breakdown
occurs after the inspection, the buyer should be notified or a pre-notarization inspection could be scheduled by the buyer. We
always recommend that a service contract be taken for the annual servicing and for emergency service during the year. Air
conditioning units and heat pumps, just like any other mechanical apparatus, can break down at any time.

Cooling systems
Type:

Observation:

Air conditioner
Heat Pump

Air conditioning unit was activated

Satisfactory
Energy source: Electric
Located: Condensing unit located outside.
The air conditioning unit was activated to check the operation of the motor and the compressor, both of which appear to be in
serviceable condition. A detailed review of the cooling capacity of this unit is beyond the scope of this inspection. We
recommend consulting a specialist for a complete review of the system.
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MECHANICAL VENTILATION SYSTEMS
Limitation
Recommendation: Heat recovery ventilation (HRV) , air exchanger, etc...
1.A detailed review of the exchanging capacity of this unit is beyond the scope of this inspection. We recommend consulting a
specialist for a complete review of the system.
Note: The air changes needed in a residence cannot be evaluated during a visual inspection. To establish these needs and the
kind of ventilator required, an assessment must be done, requiring a depressurization test and the use of an infiltrometer.
2. Dryer exhaust vents should be inspected and cleaned at least once a year depending on the size of the household and
dryer usage.
3. Also, every outside vent must be regularly cleaned.

HRV bathroom, kitchen hood, dryer
The inspector is not required to determine the calculated needs of ventilation: Our comments concerning
ventilation are based on our experience and understanding of the means available to ventilate a residence. If required, you
should call on a specialized ventilation contractor to determine the calculated needs in cubic feet per minute (CFM) of
ventilation, the duct sizes required and the ventilation equipment.

Air exchanger and
HRV:

Bathroom:

Bathroom ventilation
Heat recovery ventilation connected to the VHR
Missing ventilation
(HRV)
Air exchanger or HRV
not functionnal

Kitchen hood:

Dryer:

Kitchen exhaust fan
releasing exhaust air inside
the building

Further evaluation recommended
The air exchanger in unit #9972 was activated to check the operation of the unit, which did not appears to be in serviceable
condition. A detailed review of the exchanging capacity of this unit is beyond the scope of this inspection. We recommend
consulting a specialist for a complete review of the system.
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Recommendation
We have noticed that the ventilation system to evacuate the humid air from the bathroom (s) is directly connected to the
exhaust system of the air exchanger or the HRV to the outside. Although the capacities of the air exchanger or HRV are not
verified during inspection, note that an independent extractor may prove to be more efficient.The extractor fan in the
basements bathroom is connected to not functional air exchanger. We recommend you to call an HVAC technician ASAP in
order to reduce the humidity and mould damages as well as for the comfort of the habitants.
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Correction recommended
We noticed that the kitchen exhaust fan in #9970 returns the vapors partially back to the kitchen. A proper exhaust fan is
necessary to control humidity and to evacuate cooking fumes and odors. We recommend correction

Correction recommended
We noted that the condense tube for evacuation of the condense from the air exchanger in 9972 is disconnected

Correction recommended
Heat recovery ventilation - the filter in unit 9974 must be maintained, or replaced. The filters of the air exchange units must be
cleaned, or replaced at least twice per year.
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INTERIOR
Limitation
Limitation: Our interior review is visual and evaluated with similar aged homes in mind. Cosmetic considerations and minor
flaws can be overlooked, thus we suggest you double check these items, if concerned. Inspections are limited to visible and/or
accessible areas. Personal belongings and furniture restrict access to receptacles, windows, walls, and flooring. All accessible
areas are checked as noted in report.

Doors (interior)
Observation:
Door and hardware are usable, in general

Correction recommended
The door handle of the mechanical room in #9970 is loose. For repair or replacement.

Correction recommended
We noticed a few of the doors in the house are missing stoppers. Install in order to avoid damages to the walls.
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Correction recommended
We have noticed that the door above the stairs on the second floor damaged. We recommend repairs by a licensed contractor.

Cupboards and counters
Observation:
Other : Damaged toe-kick panels

Correction recommended
We noted Damaged toe-kick panels in #9972
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Floors, walls and ceilings
Type:

Observation - Floors:

Other : Floors - Laminated, ceramic
Other : Worn floor covering 9971
flooring
and 9974

Observations - Walls:
Other : Damaged sections

Correction recommended
We noted unfinished repairs, or modifications on the drywall. We recommend confirming the finalization of the intervention and
properly plaster/paint the drywall.

Further evaluation recommended
Multiple cracks, nail pops and blemishes noted on the drywall, possibly caused by mechanical damages, or settling of the
home. Consult a specialist to evaluate and correct, as needed.
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Correction recommended
Visible wear of flooring noted in certain sections. It is still useful, but aesthetically compromised. You may wanna replace the
damaged elements, or the entire floor.
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Stairs, steps, landings, stairways and ramps
Type:

Observation:

Stairs covered by carpet

Other : Damaged carpet - cats

Correction recommended
Damaged carpet on the basement stairs - cats
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Signs of Fungal Contamination and humidity
Warning: Any traces or risk of condensation, humidity or water infiltration identified in this report could cause the
appearance of mould behind the visible finishes of the building as well as in the air. Some of the symptoms related to the
presence of mould in the air are a persistent cough, chronic fatigue, headaches, asthma, dizziness and intoxication. In the
presence of mould, one must first identify the source of the excessive humidity in order to correct the condensation or water
infiltration problem. The porous materials such as cardboard, carpets and sometimes even wood, must be replaced. The other
materials must be decontaminated.

Signs of previous water infiltration and/or mold:
Located in the basement

Observation:
Basement- Bottom of walls

Further evaluation recommended
Humidity and stains noted below the stairs. Possible water infiltration, excessive condensation, or accidental spill. We
recommend consulting a licensed contractor to evaluate/correct this situation.

Further evaluation recommended
Signs of humidity noted at bottom of some basement walls. We recommend repairs be performed. We recommend consulting
a licensed contractor to evaluate/correct this situation.
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ATTIC INSULATION
Limitation
Limitation: There are a number of components that make an attic work properly; the roof, the insulation and ventilation.
The roof itself must keep the elements out of the house, thereby protecting the occupants and also the structure from damage
due to moisture. Insulation keeps the house warm in winter and cool in summer. Without proper ventilation, heat can build up
in the attic during summer, making the rest of the house unnecessarily warm.
Water stains around roof penetrations such as chimneys, plumbing, vents, and heating vents are very common. It is difficult to
determine if these stains are active. We inspect the roof covering, drainage systems, the visible flashings, the skylights,
chimneys, and roof penetrations. We are not required to inspect antenna, interiors of flues or chimneys, and other installed
accessories. This is not an exhaustive inspection of every installation detail of the roof system according tot he manufacturer's
specifications or construction codes. It is virtually impossible to detect a leak except as it is occurring or by specific water tests,
which are beyond the scope of our inspection. We recommend that you ask the sellers to disclose information about the roof.

Attic insulation unfinished spaces
Insulation type:
Loose-fill insulation
(cellulose)

Vapour barrier:
Polyethylene

Observation:
Uninsulated ductwork

Thermal resistance R
Value:
8-10 inches approx
R-26-33
10-12 inches approx
R-36-41

Correction recommended
We noted multiple spots of saturated insulation - indications for improperly sealed air ducts, allowing humidity penetration in
the attic. We recommend correcting this situation.
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ATTIC VENTILATION
Type
Type:

Observation:

Entry air by soffit exit by roof vents

Adequate in general

Satisfactory
We noticed satisfying indications for open soffits.2 Maximum vents installed on the roof.
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INSULATION
Type
Type:

Observation:

Fiberglass batt insulation

Limited inspection

Not Inspected
Our inspection of the basement and/or crawl space is limited to the parts that are readily accessible, without moving personal
articles and/or furniture that restrict access and impede visibility. If the wall is covered or if there is not enough space to move
around, it becomes impossible to access the area, The inspection, therefore, is limited to the sections that are visible and
readily accessible at the time of our inspection.

INSECTS AND RODENTS
Warning
Observation:
Wasps/Hornets or nests

Warning
Wasps nest noted on the soffit. Seal all openings and crevices and destroy the nest. Consult an exterminator as needed.
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CERTIFICATE

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY

Adresse discrette a propos de formation,
Grand Montreal, QC, X1X1X1
The undersigned inspector certify:
-Not having any present or future personal interest in that property;
-That all observations were made without any external influence;
-To not have deliberately failed or neglected any material or fact pertaining to this inspection;
You are advised not to take any decision unless you have clearly understood the comments of this report.

Emil Tchilev
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